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What are we talking about when we talk about coordination?

Uniformity in Propositional Logic:

p q p ∧ q p ∨ q
T T T T
T F F T
F T F T
F F F F

Variation in Natural Language:

• [TP Roses are red] and [TP violets are blue].
• Spike bit [DP Tom] and [DP Jerry].
• Woodstock is [PP behind Snoopy] or [PP

above him].
• You talk [AP too fast] or [AP too slow].

Is the representation of coordination in logic adequate for
representing coordination in natural language?
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Two families of approaches

Uniformity, like in Propositional Logic:

[XP ...] {and/or}CR [XP ...],
where XP is of type t

Variation, like what we hear (and see):

[XP ...] {and/or}FL [XP ...],
where XP is of a conjoinable type

t is a conjoinable type. If τ is a conjoinable type, then for all types σ, (στ) is a conjoinable type.
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How to maintain sentential coordination despite the variation?
Conjunction reduction

”Variation appears only at the surface form...”

• Spike bit Tom {and/orCR} Jerry.

”... uniformity holds at the LF”

• [[Spike bit Tom] [{and/orCR} [Spike bit Jerry]]

(see, e.g., Ross, 1967; Schein, 2017; Hirsch, 2017)
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Reconstructing conjunction

The following sentence is ambiguous:

(1) Gali and Tali are unlikely to be fired.

Surface scope reading (preferred):

(2) (unlikely (Gali fired)) ∧ (unlikely (Tali fired))

Inverse scope reading1 (targeted meaning):

(3) (unlikely (Gali is fired ∧ Tali is fired))

*Un- modifies Adj head (e.g., Collins, 2023); see prohibit, prevent, etc.

1The conjunction may have to be stressed to obtain the inverse scope reading, i.e., to avoid a
homogeneity inference that would collapse the readings (cf., e.g., Szabolcsi & Haddican, 2004).
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More than one reading

It holds that the surface scope reading entails the inverse scope reading:

(4) (unlikely (Gali fired)) ∧ (unlikely (Tali fired))
⇒ (unlikely (Gali is fired ∧ Tali is fired))

We can bring out the target meaning with the following continuation (which is
infelicitous with the stronger meaning):

(5) Gali and Tali are unlikely to be fired.Though one of them will be for sure.

[[(5)]] =
{

1 if (unlikely(Gali is fired ∧ Tali is fired))...
0 if (unlikely(Gali fired)) ∧ (unlikely(Tali fired))...
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A mapping problem for (simple) CR

According to (simple) CR, (1)’s LF should be the following:

(6) [[Gali unlikely to be fired] [andCR [Tali unlikely to be fired]]]

Which yields the stronger reading:

(7) (unlikely (Gali fired)) ∧ (unlikely (Tali fired))
6= (unlikely (Gali is fired ∧ Tali is fired))
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A mapping problem for (simple) CR

The targeted meaning can be derived from the following LF:

(8) [unlikely [[Gali fired][andCR [Tali fired]]]]

However, this LF cannot be easily mapped to the observed surface form:

The requisite LF under CR:
[unlikely [[Gali fired][andCR [Tali fired]]]]

?7→ The surface form:
Gali and Tali are unlikely to be fired
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Where we are
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Where are we going
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Warm-up: Free choice readings of disjunction

(9) Gali is allowed to see The Thing or Eraserhead. �(p ∨ q) ⇔ (�p ∨ �q)

⇒ Gali is allowed to see The Thing �p

⇒ Gali is allowed to see Eraserhead �q

i.e., sentence (9) can convey a conjunctive meaning (�p ∧ �q)

(see Kamp, 1973, among many others)
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Warm-up: Free choice readings of disjunction

How can FC readings be derived?

(10) Gali is allowed to see The Thing or Eraserhead.

a. � (Gali sees The Thing ∨ Gali sees Eraserhead)

;

?

b. � (Gali sees The Thing) ∧ � (Gali sees Eraserhead)

There are different approaches to fleshing out ; . On one family of approaches,
FC readings are derived by strengthening in grammar:

(11) Str [allowed [... or ...]] ⇒ �(...) ∧ �(...)

(e.g., Fox 2007; see Aloni 2007, Franke 2009, etc., for alternatives)
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Warm-up: Free choice readings of disjunction

A surface wide-scope disjunction lacks the FC reading with allowed:

(12) Gali is allowed to see The Thing or she is allowed to see Eraserhead.
6⇒ � (Gali sees The Thing) ∧ � (Gali sees Eraserhead)

FC Reading Scope Condition

� � ∨ must hold at LF in order to derive the FC reading.

(see, e.g., Zimmermann, 2000; Geurts, 2005, for a different type of examples)
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Reconstructing disjunction

The following sentence is ambiguous:

(13) Gali or Tali are allowed to go to the party.

Simple reading (perhaps preferred):

(14) 3(Gali goes to the party) ∨ 3(Tali goes to the party)

Free choice reading (targeted meaning):

(15) 3(Gali goes to the party) ∧ 3(Tali goes to the party)
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More than one reading

It holds that the FC reading entails the simple reading:

(16) 3(Gali goes to the party) ∧ 3(Tali goes to the party)
⇒ 3(Gali goes to the party) ∨ 3(Tali goes to the party)

We can demonstrate the existence of the stronger target meaning with the fol-
lowing continuation (which would be infelicitous with the weaker meaning):

(17) A: Gali or Tali are allowed to go to the party.
B: No, you’re wrong. Gali isn’t allowed to!
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A mapping problem, again

According to (simple) CR, (13)’s LF is the following:

(18) [[Gali allowed to go to the party] [orCR [Tali allowed to go to the party]]]

Which violates the scope condition for FC readings:

� 6� ∨ (but rather ∨ � �)

And which accordingly yields only the simple meaning:

(19) 3(Gali goes to the party) ∨ 3(Tali goes to the party)
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A mapping problem, again

To the point, the FC reading can be derived by strengthening the following LF:

(20) [allowed [[Gali goes to the party][orCR [Tali goes to the party]]]]

However, this LF cannot be easily mapped to the surface form:

The requisite LF under CR:
[allowed [[Gali goes to the party][orCR

[Tali goes to the party]]]]

?7→
The surface form:

Gali or Tali are allowed to go to the
party
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Intermediate summary: the empirical landscape

Coordination

Monotonicity
DE predicate UE predicate

Conjunction XP and XP
{unlikely/prohibited...} ...

XP and XP
{likely/allowed...} ...

Disjunction XP or XP
{unlikely/prohibited...} ...

XP or XP
{likely/allowed...} ...

Availability of coordination reconstruction in raising constructions

• Conjunction in subject + unlikely (etc) allows for a weak (inverse) reading.
⇝ reconstruction of conjunction below unlikely (etc)

• Disjunction in subject + allowed (etc) allows for a free choice reading.
⇝ reconstruction of conjunction below allow (etc)

• Accounting for this in simple CR runs into a mapping problem.
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Revisiting the two families of approaches

Uniformity, like in Propositional Logic:

[XP ...] {and/or}CR [XP ...],
where XP is of type t

Variation, like what we hear (and see):

[XP ...] {and/or}FL [XP ...],
where XP is of a conjoinable type
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What about being Flexible? (Candidate I)

”Variation holds at the LF...”

• Spike bit [Tom {and/or}FL Jerry].

”... meanings of coordinators (etc.) can be shifted.”

• Spike bit [ [Tomˆ] {and/or}FL [Jerryˆ]]

(cf. Partee & Rooth, 1983)
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What about being Flexible? (Candidate I)

A straightforward account of our data:

(21) Gali or Tali are allowed to go to the party.

Surface form under Flexibility:

(22) [[[Galiˆ] orFL [Taliˆ]]1 [allowed [t1 go to the party]]]

Reconstruction is available:

(23) [allowed [[[Galiˆ] orFL [Taliˆ]] go to the party]]
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What about being Flexible? (Candidate I)

After reconstruction the scope condition is met and the FC reading is derivable
(through strengthening or otherwise, as mentioned above):

(24) [Str [allowed [[[Galiˆ] orFL [Taliˆ]] go to the party]]]

⇒ � (G party) ∧ � (T party)

An analogous derivation is available for the conjunction + unlikely cases:

(25) [unlikely [[[Galiˆ] andFL [Taliˆ]] to be fired]] (reconstruction at LF)

⇒ (unlikely (Gali is fired ∧ Tali is fired))

The parse on which the coordination doesn’t reconstruct yields the other readings we mentioned.
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Problems

Even though flexibility accounts for coordination reconstruction smoothly, it:

• commits us to a substantive hypothesis according to which grammar
incorporates mechanisms that can generate a systematic ambiguity,

• faces several independent challenges.

(see, e.g., Schein, 2017; Hirsch, 2017, 2022; Sauerland, 2018)
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CR + Sophisticated movement?

Right node raising?

(26) Suggested derivation of apparent subject DP coordination under CR:
a. Tom and Jerry liked milk.

b. LF of (a):
[[Tom [liked milk]][andCR [Jerry [liked milk]]]]

c. RNR to get the surface form in (a):
[[[Tom t1][andCR [Jerry t1]]][liked milk]1]
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CR + Sophisticated movement? (Candidate IIa)

Right node raising on its own? Not sufficient

(27) RNR attempt for subject disjunction + allowed

a. Gali or Tali are allowed to go to the party.

b. (a)’s LF: 7

[[G [allowed to go to the party]][orCR [T [allowed to go to the party]]]]
( 6; FC)

c. RNR to get the surface form in (a): 3

[[[Gali t1][orCR [Tali t1]]][allowed to go to the party]1]
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CR + Sophisticated movement? (Candidate IIb)

Right node raising + further extraction? Not adequate

(28) RNR attempt for subject conjunction + unlikely
a. Gali and Tali are unlikely to be fired.

b. (a)’s alternative LF: 3

[unlikely [[[Gali be fired][andCR [Tali be fired]]]]] (; inverse reading)

c. Movement to get the surface form in (a): 7

[[[Gali t1][andCR [Tali t1]]]2[are unlikely [t2 [to be fired]1]]]

(Agreement mismatch, etc.)

Something else is needed ...
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CR + Sophisticated movement? (Candidate IIc)

Modal movement?

(29) Covert Across-The-Board Movement
a. CR base structure:

[[G [allowed to go to the party]][orCR [T [allowed to go to the party]]]]

b. Covert movement of the modal, CR LF:
[allowed3[[Gali [t3 go to the party]][orCR [Tali [t3 go to the party]]]]]

(; FC, if strengthened)

(cf. Meyer & Sauerland, 2017, for other kinds of examples)
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CR + Sophisticated movement? (Candidate IIc)

Modal movement? Not adequate

Impossible for full coordination examples:

(30) Gali is allowed to go to the party or Tali is allowed to go to the party
⇏ 3(Gali goes to the party) ∧ 3(Tali goes to the party)

Overgeneration:

(31) Gali or Tali have been exactly twice allowed to go to a party.

We admit an undesirable LF:
[allowed [Gali or Tali went exactly twice to a party]]

Something else is needed ...
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CR + Covert shifting operations? (Candidate III)

It has been argued that proper names (e.g., Gali) have clausal syntax:

(32) Gali ⇝ [{∃/the} [λx [x Gali]]]

Applying this to our cases may allow us to stick to CR:

(33) Surface: [Str [∃ [λx [x Gali orCR x Tali]]]1 [allowed [t1 go to the party]]]

(34) LF: [Str [allowed [[∃ [λx [x Gali orCR x Tali]]] go to the party]]]

(cf. Stowell 1981; Heim & Kratzer 1998; Champollion 2016 on conjunction)
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CR + Covert shifting operations? (Candidate III)

Treating proper names as clausal nominal? Not enough for two reasons

• We garner some advantages of flexibility but lose some advantages of CR
(e.g., scope restriction with respect to negation).

• A generalization to quantificational DPs is needed (flexibility/shifting):

(35) Most professors or all lecturers are allowed to quit their positions.
⇒ 3(most profs quit) ∧ 3(all lecturers quit)
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No escape from flexibility, type-shifting?

The takeaway:

We have to admit some type-shifting and/or other covert operations into our
system (e.g., Lasersohn, 1995; Link, 1983; Winter, 2001; Schmitt, 2013; Cham-
pollion, 2016).
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What we showed ... and what should we do?

The data:

Coordination

Monotonicity
DE predicates UE predicates

Conjunction XP and XP
{unlikely/prohibited...} ...

XP and XP
{likely/allowed...} ...

Disjunction XP or XP
{unlikely/prohibited...} ...

XP or XP
{likely/allowed...} ...

The existence of reading in which Op{DE/UE} � {∧/∨}.

Consequences for the theory:

• Flexibility: A straightforward account with independent issues.
• CR: Mapping problem persists ...

to be continued
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